Abstract. An image forming specific texture can be distinguished manually through the eye. However, sometimes it is difficult to do if the texture owned quite similar. Wood is a natural material that forms a unique texture. Experts can distinguish the quality of wood based texture observed in certain parts of the wood. In this study, it has been extracted texture features of the wood image that can be used to identify the characteristics of wood digitally by computer. Feature extraction carried out using Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrices (GLCM) built on an image from several edge detection methods applied to wood image. Edge detection methods used include Roberts, Sobel, Prewitt, Canny and Laplacian of Gaussian. The image of wood taken in LE2i laboratory, Université de Bourgogne from the wood sample in France that grouped by their quality by experts and divided into four types of quality. Obtained a statistic that illustrates the distribution of texture features values of each wood type which compared according to the edge operator that is used and selection of specified GLCM parameters.
Background
In an industry that uses wood as raw material, determining the quality of the wood is very important and is known as quality control, because it is useful in the price determination and guarantee the quality of production. In the past, wood quality determination carried by experts through visual observation on a single or several sectional of wood was observed. Along with the development of technology, wood can be observed by using a digital image of a cross section of that wood that forms a particular unique texture. Wood quality is likely to be based on wood fiber density and arrangement of fibers that visualizes the annual rings on that wood. Therefore, the edge detection method used with the hope to strengthen the characteristics contained in image of wood texture. It is because these characteristics can be determined by the fibers contained in wood cross section was observed.
Recognizing of the characteristics of an image of wood texture computationally very useful because it can increase time and cost efficiency in quality control. In order that the computer can recognize the wood characteristics that represented by texture image of wood cross section, it is necessary to extract the characteristics from image of wood texture.These characteristics are usually represented by several items that commonly called features. These features will determine the characteristics of a texture. One method to obtain a texture feature that widely used are Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrices (GLCM) [1] . However in recent years, the GLCM is often combined with other methods and is rarely used individually [1] , such as by combining it with Gabor filter [2] , Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [3] , etc.
Edge Detection Methods
Edge detection method is used to gain an edge in an image, in which the edge is meant is the boundary between the two areas that have a large enough difference in intensity. Edge detection method used in this study include first-order edge detection (Roberts, Sobel and Prewitt) and second-order edge detection (Canny and Laplacian of Gaussian). First order methods used because their simplicity and second-order used because it is claimed as the most effective edge detection methods (especially Canny), and this research aim to compare the results of first-order and second-order methods.
First-Order Edge Detection
Roberts edge detection method using a filter with the smallest size ie. 2x2, so it is known as edge simplest edge detection method. While Sobel and Prewitt edge detection method using a 3x3 filter. All of the first-order edge operator provides the results of a grayscale image, where the results of edge detection with Sobel and Prewitt operators tend to have the same characteristics [4] .
Second-Order Edge Detection
Second-order edge detection methods using a filter with varying sizes depending on the values of certain parameters (usually denoted sigma σ). Canny Operator was introduced by John Canny in 1986, and is known as the optimum edge detection operator. Canny edge detection results are a binary image that are proven to capture smooth edges or rough edges in the observed image. While the operator Laplacian of Gaussian (abbreviated as LoG) gives the grayscale or binary image, depending on the size selection and parameter (sigma) in the construction.
According to [5] Canny operator found the edge through six major procedures, ie: 1) Smoothing for noise removal. This can be done by using a Gaussian filter with a simple window. Window used much smaller than the size of the image, 2) Get a edge strength. This is done by using a Gaussian operator, 3) Find gradients use formula theta = tan The Laplacian of an image highlights regions of rapid intensity change and is therefore often used for edge detection. The Laplacian is often applied to an image that has first been smoothed with something approximating a Gaussian smoothing filter in order to reduce its sensitivity to noise. The operator normally takes a single gray level image as input [5] . Formula Gaussian functions are used vary, one that is widely used are [6] :
(1) 
where σ denote parameter of LoG operator, that can determine size of the filter and how smooth this operator filtering an input image, while x and y denotes spasial coordinate of any pixels of input image.
GLCM
GLCM introduced by Haralick [9] , formed by considering the relationship of neighborhood between pixels in a matix, so often used in texture analysis. Adjacency relationship is meant is adjacency between two pixels which are determined by the spatial distance and angles between the two pixels that considered. Thus the spatial distance and angles are parameters of GLCM. Besides the spatial distance and angles, another parameter that determines the construction of GLCM (also called cooccurrence matrice) is a gray limits, which can be interpreted as a parameter that determines the size of the resulting matrix and also determine the rules for conversion of the intensity values for each pixel in original image. The algorithm of co-occurrence matrice construction of a grayscale image can be summarized in figure 2 below. 
Gray Limits Parameter
Parameter Gray limits (denoted G) specify the size of the co-occurrence matrix that generated, as illustrated in Figure 3 . Selection of parameters G determine the rules "grouping" intensity values of the pixels of digital image. Thus the value selection of G is based on the characteristics of the given image. Suppose that a grayscale image has an intensity of between 0-255, which means there are 2 8 = 256 gray levels, then the value of G that is generally used has the form 2 The Selection of parameter values for G relies on the case at hand and the data they hold. If the data contains imagery that has a texture that is formed due to small differences in intensity between neighboring pixels constituent, then the selection of small value of G is feared would "eliminates" the texture of image. So it is better to choose the value of G is large enough. However, if the image of textured owned had a very clear edge between the pixels forming the texture, it is possible the selection of G value is small, it aims to reduce the size of the resulting matrix GLCM, thus speeding up the process of computinG. . The determination of adjacency relationship between pixels of the co-occurrence matrix is generated is illustrated in figure 3 . For simplicity of writing, the co-occurrence matrices obtained from spatial distance parameter d and angles θ denoted (i,j) are matrix that has the entries exactly the same on the main diagonal, and each reflecting the other entries with the main diagonal as axis of symmetry. Mathematically it can be written:
Angle and Direction Parameter
Likewise for another angle that corresponding each other, and because the co-occurrence matrix are a square matrix so we have:
. The value of d determines the spatial distance to decisive whether the two pixels are neighboring or not. Spatial distance (d) that is used depending on the case at hand, widely 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and the maximum limits for value of d are L = min (R-1, K-1), where R is the number of rows and K is number of columns of the matrix representation of image I. The smaller the value d, then the adjacency relationships are considered more detail, and vice versa.
Based on the above discussion, if it is determined G = 8, the value of d = 1, and the direction is determined by the angle θ = 0 o , then the entries in the co-occurrence matrix produced was obtained in a manner as illustrated in figure 4 below. 
GLCM Features
Haralick proposed 14 features in "Statistical and structural approaches to texture" in 1979 to characterize texture [9] . GLCM produces features which describe well the relationship of adjacency among pixels in an texture image. These features extracted from a co-occurrence matrices by some formulas, depend on properties that wants to observed. Selection of features to be extracted depends on the case and texture data encountered. Features GLCM frequently used in research and analysis related to the texture of which are Contrast, Correlation, Energy, Entropy, Inverse Difference Moment (IDM) and Homogeneity. In this study, we use four of Haralick texture features, i.e. Contrast, Correlation, Energy and Homogeneity.
Contrast.
Contrast is a measure of the intensity contrast between a pixel and its neighbor over the whole image [10] . Contrast is 0 for a constant image [11] . The formula is:
where P ij denote the probability of an entry m d,θ (i,j) in GLCM M d,θ (i,j), and computed with formula:
Correlation. Correlation measures the linear dependency of grey levels of neighboring pixels. This is often used to measure deformation, displacement, strain and optical flow, but it is widely applied in many areas of science and engineering [12] . Calculated by the formula:
where:
Energy.
Energy is also known as Angular Second Moment or Uniformity, is the sum of squares of entries in the GLCM. Energy measures the image homogeneity. Energy is high when image has very good homogeneity or when pixels are very similar [12] . Energy calculated with the formula: where indicated the intensity value of pixel in spatial coordinate (i,j) whole GLCM and G is the value of gray limits parameter of GLCM.
Homogeneity.
Homogeneity is meant here is the local homogeneity in the observed image. It is high when local gray level is uniform and inverse GLCM is high [12] . Homogeneity, also known as Inverse Different Moment (IDM), that also large if big values are on the main diagonal. The formula is:
Results and Discussion
There are 80 images from 80 samples of wood, which are grouped into four types of quality (determined by expert) and each group consists of 20 samples, provided by LE2i laboratory, Université de Bourgogne, France. The fourth quality of the wood are: (a) very good (type Tres Fin/TF), (b) good (type Fin/F), (c) medium (type Medium/M) and (d) poor (type Gros Grain/GG). The next stage are to apply several methods of edge detection in each image of the sample of wood with the aim of strengthening the appearance of wood fiber that can be used as a measuring tool in determining the quality of the wood. Table 1 below gives an example image of a variety of edge detection that is applied to an image of type F. impression that is darker than the other edge detection results. The image produced by Canny operator provides the number of edges that relatively much more than the edges in image produced by using another operators, as mentioned in [5] that this is due Canny can capture the strong and weak edge. Table 2 below provides the extracted texture features of all types of wood were observed in this study that obtained by using Roberts operator as edge detection method, sets specific GLCM parameters to build co-occurrence matrices the use equation (5), (7), (8) and (9) to compute the texture features. Suppose it is assumed that the data texture features is the Normal distribution, then the 95% confidence intervals for each values of features obtained can be calculated by the formula [13] :
where , s and n respectively denotes samples means, samples standard deviation, and number of samples. By paying attention to the confidence intervals were obtained, it can be analyzed related to the distribution of texture features values that can be used to distinguish wood type. If the confidence interval for mean of a feature between each type of wood has a fairly large intersection, it can be said that the texture features aren't good enough to used to characterize, or even further to distinguish between one wood texture image and another. Table 3 presents confidence interval for means of the Contrast feature of the whole image of Roberts operator on four types of wood in this paper, where each type has 10 wood texture image. Due GLCM has some parameters that determine its construction, we then can analyze the effect of changing of GLCM parameters to changes of the distribution of pre-determined texture features. Energy features in the whole sample of wood (each type of wood has 20 pieces of wood texture images). The effects of changes the parameters spatial distance to a observed feature can be further analyzed by calculating the percentage of intersection of confidence interval for the mean between each types of wood, as presented in table 5. The percentage is calculated by the following formula:
with: PI ij = percentage of intersection of class i and class j, I ij = length of intersection between the confidence interval for the mean of the data set of the features of class i and class j, U ij = length of union between the confidence interval for the mean of the data set of the features of class i and class j. In the table above shows that the intersection percentage of Roberts operator and especially Sobel operator suffered considerable changes with increasing values of gray limits parameter than other operators.
Conclusion
Based on the experimental results, it was found that edge detection method can strengthen the characteristics of the image of wood texture who want to observed, in particular the appearance of the wood fiber. Feature extraction performed by GLCM provide statistical variation value for each edge detection method that applied. Changes GLCM parameters affect the level differences in the characteristics of the four types of wood that are observed. Based on the features Energy experiments, it was found that greatest affect occur when changes are made in the Graylimits parameter, especially on Sobel operator. A combination that gives the best traits to characterize the type of wood, which is indicated by the number of the smallest intersect (relative to the interval) is Sobel operator and angle parameters. While distributions of data features with worst intersection is a combination of Canny operator and angle parameters. So as to feature Energy, the operator that most appropriate to be used to extract classification feature is the Sobel operator, while the graylimits value used is 8, with the aim of improving accuracy and reducing the size of GLCM used. For other features it is necessary to analyze and further research. The results of this research can then be used to perform classification of four types of wood were observed, by determine the classification method according to the characteristics of the data. 
